
A Possible Worst Case Time Series toward Glolal Extinction. 2022/5/19
Wake up still idiot people and their politician.No more good yesterdays,but recognize
coming awful days hereafter !!,Now we must just face coming days of opting do or die !!
+This a sample of rough time series anticipation by author,thereby,you must write your own one !
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⑴2040 Doomsday Prediction both by Science and by Paranormal prediction.
Nothing earth cooling,but entire warming on trend with monotonously increasing CO2 by the
regime at now could not evade Arctic Methane Extinction the Doomsday..

⒜Global Extinction within one Human Lifetime as a Result of a Spreading Atmospheric
Arctic Methane Heat wave and Surface Firestorm. 2012
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
This process of methane release will accelerate exponentially, release huge quantities of
methane into the atmosphere and lead to the demise of all life on earth before the middle of
this century(＜2050).
⒝Time Estimation on Arctic Methane Catastrophe. 2013
http://www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
Rapid Temeperature Rise in Arctic_a simple verification.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
These are coarse time estimation on Arctic Ice Lid Vanishing by the simplest modeling.
The conclusion(methane burst is before or after the vanishing)is very about few decades.

⒞Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done in
time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
The coming 2043 would not due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid
collapse by Arctic methane catastrophe.
⒟Hitler’s Grievous Prediction on Coming Future View of 2039
http://www.777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
Now we are terribly wrong to allow Ukranine war,but must make emergency war agasint East
Siberian Atctic Shelf the huge Methane temperature time bomb toward Global Extinction.
http://777true.net/This-is-the-most-dangerous-zone-against-which-they-are-eager-to-fire.pdf
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⑵WHO ;they prospect 10 years long of Covid pandemic(the source is missing in Yahoo news)
The Vaccine Death Report: Evidence of Millions of Deaths and Serious Adverse Events
Resulting from the Experimental COVID-19 Injections
https://www.globalresearch.ca/evidence-millions-deaths-serious-adverse-events-resulting-e
xperimental-covid-19-injections/5763676

⑶Coming Global Foods Shortage &,Financial Crush,
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mood-wall-street-has-never-been-more-apocalyptic-te
ch-short-biggest-2006
https://www.express.co.uk/finance/city/1559131/global-financial-crash-warning-bubble-harr
y-dent-ann-pettifor
⒜Economics Basis on price and supply and on zero sum theorem(=ZST):
0＝S－D＝Total Deposits－Total Debts (Zero Sum Theorem in a closed dealing system)
Pk＝ωkI/Nk：Price(k) = expenditure allocation rate x total disposable income / supply amount
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
⒝Producing good boom by investing in stock market by CB money supplying.
If the central bank(CB) issues banknotes to increase total national private disposable
income(=I) and assume that the expenditure allocation rate(=ωk) and the supply(=Nk) are
fixed, prices will rise so long as banknote increasing.Note “k “is goods kind such as stock.
*In advanced nation with the saturation markets could not keep economic grwowing without
above decadent policy the pseudo boom making.
⒞Forming a bubble and the bursting.
It could have caused stock price bubbling,when they try to cease it due to strong accusing
on general price rioting,there could be no more rising and turned to gradually down going
the price.It is called bubble bursting starting which is to cause more the selling to cause the
positive feedback crush.
⒟Debt bankruptcy and recession
By recession,there would be debt bankruptcy(ZST),which turn to accelerate recession.
Then government income is to decrease,while outgoing is to increase to save coorporate
and people’s life in the crisis.CB could not cease banknote printing to cause more inflation
toward so called hyperinfaltion.Also it could reduce substantial huge nation debt with paying
interest(A debt is conentrated in to nation,while nation people get deposit due to ZST).
As for the ruling class,they could not abandon administration power ruling.

⒠Coming Foods Shortage Era.
Ukraine War Threatens to Cause a Global Food Crisis,Jack Nicas March 20, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/20/world/americas/ukraine-war-global-food-crisis.html
A food crisis was brewing even before the Ukraine war
– but taking these three steps could help the most vulnerable
https://theconversation.com/a-food-crisis-was-brewing-even-before-the-ukraine-war-but-taki
ng-these-three-steps-could-help-the-most-vulnerable-179519
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Climate Change Threatens the World’s Food Supply, United Nations Warns
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/climate/climate-change-food-supply.html

Those time would be coincidented with coming global foods shortage toward foods riots.
Because the fake war and climate worsened world would destroy coming foods supplying.
Thus people is to be forced to do or die.This would be a historical turning point !

⒡Nation Become Strong Fascism Ruling by the Few Rich.→Hell of NWO Senario !!
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX
JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
☠the Few Rich＝Bilderberg<Rockefeller, UK royal,etc>
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⒢Or Democratic,but Massive Poor,→Global Climate Wartime Regime to Ecape from Hell.
In any past wars,nothing global extinction happened ,while climate is entirely not.Thereby
wartime regime launching is natural enough to save both people and earth !!,Above all,time
left is extremely insufficient !!,while idiot people still has been going on business as usual.

Climate the Emergency Surgery
http://777true.net/Climate-the-Emergency-Surgery.pdf
It is not ime for Ukraine war time⑸,but for CLIMATE the Final WAR !!!
Rapid Launching Climate Engineering could Save the World !!
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
Weapons for Climate War are Possible in Technology,but not in Politics
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

⒣Now many predict coming days of new banknote issuing by so called digital coin(with
Basic Income?) the minimu livelihood assurance by Government.Then how much years long
between bubble crash to the final(?) transition settlement ??
Government-issued digital currency could be the coin of the future
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/spark/if-we-build-the-metaverse-will-anybody-come-1.6312339/go
vernment-issued-digital-currency-could-be-the-coin-of-the-future-1.6312460
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/spark/if-we-build-the-metaverse-will-anybody-come-1.6312339
Universal basic income
https://eurobiz.jp/feature/universal-basic-income/
http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf
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⑸Ukraine the Fake War.
Another web page in 777true.net is to be uploaded hereafter.

What this page want to tell you is that it is not time for Ukraine fake war,but real deadly war
causing global extinction has been lying in East Siberian Arctic Shelf,Russia also has a
natural reserve bomb that can destroy the world with the ultimate switchless = morally
useless time temperature bomb stronger than any nuclear bomb.Now East Siberian Arctic
Shelf’s seawater temperature rises quickly, a methane time bomb on the shallow seabed,
would attack first in Russia,...,and finally the world would have been destroyed by fire
storms.,unless Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering Operation<this is the righteous war>..
The true world war the 3rd is at that sea floor bottom, the Ukrainian war is really trivia matter!
http://777true.net/This-is-the-most-dangerous-zone-against-which-they-are-eager-to-fire.pdf
The world must support Russia to turn the fake war,but to real war by altogether !!!.
If you don't support, the world would be the ultimate extinction within 20 years!
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